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12-lead ECGs acquired on mobile telephones by users
with a range of skills in ECG acquisition. Recorded
ECGs were categorised as ‘acceptable’ or
‘unacceptable’ by expert annotators, although challenge
participants were also encouraged to categorise the
ECGs.[5] 1000 ECGs and their categories constituted a
training set (Set A) and the remaining ECGs, without
categories, constituted a test set (Set B). We identified
by visual inspection several ECG features that were
commonly observed in the ‘unacceptable’ category for
algorithmic development: flat baseline (FB), saturation
(SA), baseline drift (BD), low amplitude (LA), high
amplitude (HA) and steep slope (excluding pacemaker)
(SS). ECGs with any lead exhibiting these features
were classed as ‘unacceptable’. Example ECGs from
the training set exhibiting these features are illustrated
in figure 1.

Abstract
For the application of acquiring ECGs from mobile
telephones by unskilled users it would be beneficial if
the mobile device could assess ECG quality and inform
the user if the quality was acceptable.
Using the PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology
Challenge 2011 dataset we identified several ECG
features that were commonly observed in the training
set
‘unacceptable’
category
for
algorithmic
development: flat baseline (FB), saturation (SA),
baseline drift (BD), low amplitude (LA), high amplitude
(HA) and steep slope (SS).
For the training set with each feature detection
applied separately the following scores were achieved:
FB 76.2%, SA 80.9%, BD 61.3%, LA 75.6%, HA 74.1%
and SS 77.5%. With all features combined a score of
91.4% was achieved. For the test set the algorithm
classified 181 records as unacceptable and 319 records
as acceptable and the score was 85.7%.

1.

2.1.

The ECG quality discrimination (‘acceptable’ vs.
‘unacceptable’) algorithm consists of the following
(cascaded) detection steps:
I) Flat line (FB): constant voltage ECG excerpts of at
least 1 s length are searched in all leads. If any is found
the recording is classified as ‘unacceptable’.
II) Saturation (SA): ECG excerpts of amplitude
greater than 2 mV for more than (continuous) 200 ms
are searched in all leads. If any is found the recording is
classified as ‘unacceptable’.
III) Baseline drift (BD): baseline is extracted from
ECG by 6th order Butterworth lowpass filter (Fc(3dB) =
1 Hz). If BD exceeds (excluding the first 2 s of
recording) a threshold of 2.5 mV in any lead, the
recording is classified as ‘unacceptable’.
IV) Low amplitude (LA): after baseline subtraction,
the ECG amplitude is checked on each lead. If any lead
is found whose maximum amplitude falls below a
threshold of 125 µV, or at least three leads are found
with maximum amplitude below 175 µV, the recording
is classified as ‘unacceptable’.

Introduction

Widespread availability of mobile telephony offers
the capability to acquire ECG data away from
healthcare centres by novice users [1]. To acquire ECGs
of diagnostic quality requires skill and is carried out by
trained staff in the clinical setting. Adequate skin
preparation, correct positioning of electrodes and
artifact reduction are fundamental requirements [2-4].
For the application of acquiring ECGs from mobile
telephones by unskilled users it would be beneficial if
the mobile device could assess ECG quality and inform
the user if the quality was acceptable or not, and that
was the aim of this study.

2.

Methods

Data were provided by the PhysioNet/Computing in
Cardiology Challenge 2011[5]. Data comprised 1500
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Figure 1. Example of ‘unacceptable’ ECG recording (# 1086219) from the training set, with BD (V1, V2), SS (V1, V2),
FB (V6).

Figure 2. Example of ‘acceptable’ ECG recording (# 1833468) from the training set correctly classified by the algorithm.
Pacemaker prominent in V2-V4.
VI) Steep slope: in order to distinguish pacemaker (PM)
from high-frequency noise, individual ECG leads are
parsed searching for any samples tPM whose slope
ECG(tPM) is steeper than a threshold of 250 µV/sample.
If any is found, a window WPM=[tPM-80ms, tPM+100ms]

V) High Amplitude (HA): after baseline subtraction
and low-amplitude check, the ECG is checked for high
amplitude on each lead. If any lead is found whose
amplitude is above a threshold of 3.75 mV, the
recording is classified as ‘unacceptable’.
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is defined and the ECG is trimmed to a constant value
throughout the window: ECG(WPM) = ECG(tPM-80ms),
and a refractory time interval of 100 ms following WPM
is assigned where no other tPM episodes are expected.
After completing this filtering stage, the filtered ECG

was once again parsed on individual leads searching for
spikes with slope steeper than a threshold of 1
mV/sample. If any is found, the recording is classified
as ‘unacceptable’.

Figure 3. Example of ‘acceptable’ ECG recording (# 1961627) from the training set incorrectly classified as
‘unacceptable’ by the algorithm.

Figure 4a. Example of noisy ECG recording (# 2428645) classified as ‘acceptable’ in the training set.
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Figure 4b. Example of clean ECG recording (# 2428645) classified as ‘unacceptable’ in the training set.
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For the training set, with each quality discriminator
applied separately, the following scores were achieved:
FB 76.2%, SA 80.9%, BD 61.3%, LA 75.6%, HA
74.1% and SS 77.5%. With all features combined a
score of 91.4% was achieved. Figures 2 and 3 provide
examples of ECGs from the training set which our
algorithm classified correctly and incorrectly (for ECG
classifications on 1st May 2011).
For the test set the algorithm classified 181 records as
unacceptable and 319 records as acceptable and the
score was 85.7% (for ECG classifications on May 1st
2011).

4.

Discussion

Because this algorithm is designed for the mobile
phone platform, only linear time-invariant (LTI)
methods were used currently to keep the computational
complexity and power consumption at a relatively low
level. In the future, frequency domain analysis methods
could be added, which are effective to detect some other
kinds of noise, such the powerline coupling (50/60 Hz),
EMG noise and low frequency baseline modulation [6].
Some records from the training set classified by
experts as ‘acceptable’ were characterized by
remarkably noisy signals as shown in figure 4a. On the
other hand, some records classified as ‘unacceptable’
apparently had high quality signals, as shown in figure
4b. The algorithm score was penalized by such cases.
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